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Abstract
In practical optimal control problems both integer control variables and
multiple objectives can be present. The current paper proposes a generic
and efficient solution strategy for these multiple objective mixed-integer op-
timal control problems (MO-MIOCPs) based on deterministic approaches.
Hereto, alternative scalar multiple objective optimisation techniques as nor-
mal boundary intersection and normalised normal constraint are used to
convert the original problem into a series of parametric single objective op-
timisation problems. These single objective mixed-integer optimal control
problems are then efficiently solved through direct multiple shooting tech-
niques which exploit convex relaxations of the original problem. Moreover,
these relaxations enable to quickly approximate the final solution to any de-
sired accuracy (without the need of solving integer problems). Consequently,
the set of Pareto optimal solutions of the MO-MIOCP can be accurately
obtained in highly competitive computation times. The proposed method
is illustrated on (i) a testdrive case study with a complex car model which
includes different gears and conflicting minimum time - minimum fuel con-
sumption objectives, and (ii) a jacketed tubular reactor case study with
conflicting conversion, heat recovery and installation costs.
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1. Introduction1
Many industrial processes can be accurately modelled by differential equa-2
tions. Optimising their design and control, hence, gives rises to dynamic op-3
timisation or optimal control problems, which have been studied extensively4
over the last 60 years (see, e.g., [1] for a historical review). However, much5
less results have been reported for specific subclasses, e.g., (i) mixed-integer6
optimal control problems (MIOCPs) with time-dependent control variables7
which can only take values from a finite set, or (ii) multiple objective op-8
timal control problems (MOOCPs) with multiple and conflicting objective9
functions. This lack of generic results is not surprising since both classes10
are computationally challenging in nature. MIOCPs are closely related to11
the mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem (MINLP) class, which has12
been shown to be NP-hard [2]. MOOCPs typically give rise to a set of equally13
valid optimal solutions (i.e., the so-called Pareto set) instead of one single14
optimum [3]. Nevertheless, both classes are important for practical appli-15
cations. MIOCPs are found, e.g., in car driving due to gear shifts [4, 5] or16
in process industry due to on-off valve switchings [6], while MOOCPs are17
encountered whenever trade-offs, e.g., between production and energy con-18
sumption, have to be accounted for (see, e.g., [7] for a review).19
20
However, a lot of progress has been made over the last decade. For both21
problem classes generic and systematic solution approaches based on efficient22
deterministic procedures have been developed, resulting in a tremendous de-23
crease in computation time. Driven by advances in scalar multiple objective24
optimisation (e.g., the development of generic deterministic approaches like25
normal boundary intersection (NBI) [8] and normalised normal constraint26
(NNC) [9]), procedures to quickly and efficiently generate the Pareto set for27
MOOCPs have lately been proposed by Logist et al. [10, 11]. For the mixed-28
integer optimal control cases, efficient convexification based direct multiple29
shooting approaches have recently been reported by Sager et al. [12]. An30
overview of (recent) advances in MIOCPs and references to the literature are31
provided in [13].32
33
The aim of this paper is to design a generic, accurate and fast solution34
strategy for generating the Pareto set in MO-MIOCPs. The rationale be-35
hind the proposed strategy is a synergy between deterministic techniques36
from the fields of multiple objective optimisation (MOO) and mixed-integer37
2
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optimal control (MIOC). Here, the exploitation of deterministic convexifi-38
cation techniques for MIOCPs does not only allow to quickly approximate39
the exact MIOCP solution to any desired accuracy, but also enables a syn-40
ergistic coupling with accurate deterministic reformulation approaches from41
continuous scalar MOO. In particular, scalarisation methods as NBI and42
NNC (which have been shown to mitigate the intrinsic drawbacks of the43
classic weighted sum (WS)) are used to convert the MO-MIOCP into a se-44
ries of parametric single objective MIOCPs, while each of these MIOCPs is45
efficiently solved by a direct multiple shooting [14] approach, which exploits46
convex relaxations of the integer requirements. In summary, a synergistic47
effect is obtained between scalarisation methods which accurately yield the48
Pareto set for continuous scalar multiple objective optimisation problems49
(MOOPs), and convexification techniques which efficiently provide an accu-50
rate solution to the MIOCPs, resulting in highly competitive computation51
times. As a result, the Pareto optimal set can be computed up to any desired52
accuracy, without the need for solving integer problems. This is very impor-53
tant - while for stochastic approaches it is an advantage if the search space54
is limited to discrete values, for derivative-based deterministic approaches a55
discrete nature typically leads to an exponential increase in runtime. Hence,56
with the current approach the limitations of stochastic approaches can be57
overcome for an important problem class.58
59
In Section 2 the mathematical formulation of a general MO-MIOCP is60
first introduced, then typical aspects and methods for MOO and MIOC are61
reviewed. Afterwards, the proposed approach for MO-MIOCPs is described.62
Section 3 introduces the case studies: (i) a testdrive case study which in-63
volves a detailed car model with gear shifts and exhibits conflicting minimum64
time - minimal fuel consumption objectives and (ii) a jacket tubular reactor65
for which only cooling fluid at certain temperatures is available in view of66
conflicting conversion, heat transfer and installation costs. The results are67
discussed in Section 4. Section 5 summarises the main conclusions.68
2. Multiple-objective mixed-integer optimal control69
In this section, first the general formulation of an MO-MIOCP is speci-70
fied. Afterwards, specific concepts and existing approaches for scalar MOOPs71
and MIOCPs are reviewed. Finally, an alternative MO-MIOCP approach is72
presented. The rationale behind the proposed approach is that the convex73
3
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relaxation strategies exploited to quickly solve the MIOCPs at any desired74
accuracy (without the need for solving integer problems), enable also the cou-75
pling to accurate deterministic MOO procedures that generate the Pareto set76
in continuous scalar MOOPs.77
2.1. General formulation78
In the current study, an MO-MIOCP is defined as follows:
min
x(·),u(·),v(·),p,tf
{Ji(x(·),u(·),v(·),p, tf)}i=1...m (1a)
s.t. x˙ = f(x(t),u(t),v(t)) ∀t ∈ T , (1b)
0 ≤ cp(x(t),u(t),v(t),p) ∀t ∈ T , (1c)
0 = re(x(t0),x(tf),p, tf), (1d)
0 ≤ ri(x(t0),x(tf),p, tf), (1e)
v(t) ∈ Ω ∀t ∈ T . (1f)
Let t ∈ [t0, tf] =: T ⊂ R be a fixed time horizon, and x(t) ∈ R
nx describe79
the state vector of the dynamic process at any time t ∈ T . Further, let80
u(t) ∈ Rnu be the vector of continuous controls influencing the dynamic pro-81
cess, let v(t) ∈ Rnv be a vector of integer control functions, constrained to82
values from a discrete set Ω = {v1, v2, . . . , vnw}, and let p ∈ Rnp be a vector83
with time-independent control functions. The vector f represents the dy-84
namic system equations on the time interval T . The vector cp contains path85
and control constraints on the time interval T , including simple bounds. The86
vectors re and ri indicate boundary equality and inequality constraints on the87
states. All functions are assumed to be sufficiently often differentiable. Note88
that this problem formulation can be generalised to include also algebraic89
variables, an explicit time-dependence, interior point constraints, multiple90
stages and so on. However, this would only complicate notation without ad-91
ditional insight, hence, the given specific formulation is concentrated on.92
93
Each of the cost functions can be of the following type,
Ji(x(·),u(·),v(·),p, tf) = hi(x(tf),p, tf) +
∫ tf
t0
gi(x(t),u(t),v(t),p)dt, (2)
consisting of a Mayer and a Lagrange term, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The feasible set U94
is defined as the set of all admissible controls (u(·),v(·),p, tf), which induce95
4
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admissible state trajectories x(·) ∈ X . Each element in U corresponds to a96
cost vector J(x,u,v,p, tf) = [J1(x,u,v,p, tf), . . . , Jm(x,u,v,p, tf)]
T and the97
set of all feasible cost vectors J yields the feasible cost space Jf .98
2.2. Multiple objective optimisation: concepts and methods99
To illustrate several aspects of MOO, the MO-MIOCP (1) is simplified
to a general scalar nonlinear MOOP:
min
y
{J1(y), . . . , Jm(y)} s.t. : y ∈ S (3)
where the continuous decision variables y belong to the feasible set S and the100
vector of all individual cost functions is defined as J(y) = [J1(y), . . . , Jm(y)]
T.101
102
Contrary to single objective optimisation (SOO), typically no single global103
solution exists in multiple objective optimisation. Therefore, it is necessary104
to determine a set of points that all fit a predetermined optimality definition,105
which is most often the concept of Pareto optimality.106
107
Definition: A point y∗ ∈ S, is Pareto optimal iff there does not exist108
another point y ∈ S, such that Ji(y) ≤ Ji(y
∗) for all i and Ji(y) < Ji(y
∗)109
for at least one objective function.110
111
In other words, a point is Pareto optimal if there exists no other feasible112
point that improves at least one objective function without worsening an-113
other.114
115
Methods for generating the Pareto front are often classified into two116
classes: (i) scalarisation methods converting the MOO problem into a series117
of parametric single objective optimisation problems (SOOPs) (e.g., weighted118
sum, . . .), and (ii) vectorisation methods tackling directly the MOO problem119
(e.g., stochastic evolutionary algorithms [15]). These vectorisation techniques120
are most often easily implemented, they can flexibly incorporate discrete vari-121
ables, and they are generally regarded as global optimisation approaches.122
Unfortunately, these methods also exhibit certain restrictions. The repeated123
evaluation of the objectives is required (and, thus, also the repeated sim-124
ulation of the underlying models), which can become time consuming for125
MO-MIOCPs. Constraints other than simple bounds on the decision vari-126
ables are hard to cope with in an accurate way. And finally, due to the127
5
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stochastic nature of the search procedures, the dimension of the search space128
has to be kept rather low (resulting in very crude control discretisations for129
MO-MIOCPs). On the other hand, scalarisation techniques in general do130
not suffer from these drawbacks since efficient deterministic optimisation ap-131
proaches can be exploited to find a (local) optimum for the different SOOPs132
(which can be large-scale). However, the efficient solution of these SOOPs133
is crucial, because their number increases exponentially with the number of134
the objectives. Nevertheless, in the current study, only deterministic scalari-135
sation MOO techniques will be exploited, since the aim is to integrate them136
with efficient deterministic approaches for solving MIOCPs.137
2.2.1. Weighted Sum (WS)138
The most often employed deterministic reformulation technique in prac-
tice is combining the different objectives into a convex weighted sum, result-
ing in the following parametric SOO problem:
min
y∈S
Jws =
m∑
i=1
wiJi(y) with wi ≥ 0 and
m∑
i=1
wi = 1. (4)
By consistently varying the weight vector w = [w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . . , wm]
T
139
an approximation of the Pareto set is obtained. However, despite its sim-140
plicity, the weighted sum approach has several intrinsic drawbacks [16]. A141
uniform distribution of the weight vector does not necessarily result in an142
even spread on the Pareto front and points in non-convex parts of the Pareto143
set cannot be obtained.144
2.2.2. Normal Boundary Intersection (NBI)145
This method has been proposed by Das and Dennis [8] to mitigate the
above mentioned drawbacks of the WS. NBI tackles the MOO problem
from a geometrically intuitive viewpoint. It first builds a plane in the cost
space Jf which contains all convex combinations of the individual min-
ima, i.e., the convex hull of individual minima (CHIM), and then constructs
(quasi-)normal lines to this plane. The rationale behind the method is that
the intersection between the (quasi-)normal from any point Jp on the CHIM,
and the boundary of the feasible cost space closest to the origin is expected
to be Pareto optimal. Hereto, the MOO problem is reformulated as to max-
imise the distance λ from a point Jp on the CHIM along the quasi-normal
through this point, without violating the original constraints. Technically,
6
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this requirement of lying on the quasi-normal introduces additional equality
constraints, resulting in the following formulation:
max
y∈S,λ
λ s.t. : Φw − λΦe = J(y)− J∗ (5)
where Φ is the m×m pay-off matrix in which the i-th column is J(y∗i )−J
∗.146
y∗i is the minimiser of the i-th objective Ji and J
∗ is the utopia point, which147
contains the minima of the individual objectives Ji(y
∗
i ). w is again a vector of148
‘weights’ w = [w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . . , wm]
T such that
∑m
i=1wi = 1 with wi ≥ 0,149
and e is a vector containing all ones. Now, Φw describes a point in the150
CHIM and −Φe defines the (quasi-)normal to the CHIM pointing towards151
the origin. When the points on the CHIM are selected with an equal spread152
(via a uniform distribution of the ‘weight’ vectors w), also an equal spread153
on the Pareto frontier in the cost space is obtained.154
2.2.3. Normalised Normal Constraint (NNC)155
NNC, as introduced by Messac et al. [9], employs similar ideas as NBI,
but combines them with features of the ε-constraint method [17]. This ε-
constraint method minimises the single most important objective function Jk,
while the m−1 other objective functions are added as inequality constraints
Ji ≤ εi. These inequalities can be interpreted as hyperplanes reducing the
feasible cost space. After normalisation of the objectives, NNC also first
constructs a plane through all individual minima (called here, the utopia
hyperplane). Then NNC minimises a selected (normalised) objective Jk,
given the original constraints, and while additionally reducing the feasible
space by adding m−1 hyperplanes through a selected point Jp in the utopia
plane. These hyperplanes are chosen perpendicular to each of them−1 utopia
plane vectors, which join the individual minimum J(y∗k) corresponding to the
selected objective Jk, with all other individual minima J(y
∗
i ). Hence, this
approach leads to an additional set of inequality constraints:
min
y∈S
Jk s.t. : (J(y
∗
k)− J(y
∗
i ))
T(J(y)− Jp) ≤ 0, i = 1 . . .m, i 6= k. (6)
As in NBI, evenly distributed points on the utopia plane Jp can be selected by156
a uniform variation of a ‘weight’ vector w = [w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . . , wm]
T (with157 ∑m
i=1wi = 1 and wi ≥ 0), which also ensures an even spread on the Pareto158
set. To guarantee a scale independent solution for all number of objectives,159
7
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the enhancement reported in [18] has been exploited. A geometric interpre-160
tation of NBI and NNC for a bi-objective case is presented in Figure 1.161
162
Remarks:163
• Since NBI and NNC may return non-Pareto optimal points in a limited164
number of situations, a Pareto filter algorithm has been applied after-165
wards. The implemented Pareto filter (adopted from [9]) is based on a166
pairwise comparison of the candidate Pareto optimal solutions and the167
removal of dominated (non-Pareto optimal) ones.168
• When more than two objectives are present, some Pareto optimal solu-169
tions (especially near the boundaries) may be overlooked by NBI and170
NNC. This phenomenon is related to the fact that only convex weights171
(wi ≥ 0) are taken. Hence, this inability has been countered by re-172
moving the positivity constraint on the weights. However, to avoid the173
solution of unnecessary SOOPs, weight generating procedures similar174
to the one mentioned in [19] have been exploited. Although the pro-175
cedure removes the positivity requirement for wi, the set of possible176
weight vectors is limited based on geometric grounds, i.e., no weight177
vector should be tried that can only lead to infeasible or dominated178
solutions.179
2.2.4. Algorithm180
Hence, the above mentioned reformulation/scalarisation strategies for181
MOOPs can be schematically represented by the following algorithm.182
Algorithm 2.1. (MO Scalarisation)183
1. If necessary, compute the individual minima Ji(y
∗
i ) of all objectives184
given the original constraints y ∈ S, and normalise all objectives to185
J i(y).186
2. Input: a finite set of ‘weight’ vectors wk, k = 0, . . . , nwk, containing187
the ‘weights’ for the nwk different Pareto optimal points to be generated.188
Since no prior knowledge is available, most often a uniform distribution189
of the ‘weight’ vectors is adopted. (For cases with more than two ob-190
jectives and as reformulation method NBI or NNC, the adapted weight191
generation procedure [19], which leaves out the positivity requirement192
wi ≥ 0 may have to be employed in order to avoid the overlooking of193
Pareto points near the boundaries.)194
8
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3. Reformulate the original MOO (Equation (3)) to a parametric SOO195
(with the weights as parameters to be varied) via WS (Equation (4)),196
NBI (Equation (5)), or NNC (Equation (6)).197
4. FOR k = 0 to nwk:198
(a) Solve the parametric SOO problem for the ‘weights’ vector wk us-199
ing an appropriate NLP optimisation routine.200
(b) Compute the cost vector J(yk) for the optimised decision variables201
yk. (If J(yk) happens to dominate one of the individual minima202
(e.g., due to the existence of local minima), restart and employ203
J(yk) as one of the individual minima instead of the dominated204
one.)205
5. END206
6. If necessary, apply a Pareto filter algorithm (see, e.g., [9]) to filter out207
non-Pareto optimal points from the obtained set of points in the cost208
space J(yk).209
2.3. Mixed-integer optimal control: concepts and methods210
It is imperative for the successful application of the MOO scalarisation211
approaches presented in the previous section that the parametric SOOPs212
be solved efficiently. In this section, a MIOCP of the form described in213
Equation (1) is considered, however with a single objective J(·) instead of the214
set given by Equation (1a) (i.e., m = 1). Adequate problem formulations and215
resulting theoretical insights are discussed, as well as methods to calculate216
optimal integer controls.217
2.3.1. Outer convexification218
In the remainder, the term integer control will be used for Equation (1f),
while binary control refers to the special case ω(t) ∈ {0, 1}nω . The expression
relaxed will be employed, whenever a restriction v(·) ∈ Ω is relaxed to a
convex control set with a recently proposed outer convex relaxation [20] that
is defined as follows. For every element vi of Ω a binary control function
ωi(·) is introduced. The ODE system described by Equation (1b) can then
be written as Equation (7b). If an additional special ordered set type one
9
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condition (Equation (7f)) is imposed, the MIOCP is obtained:
min
x(·),u(·),v(·),p,tf
J(x(·),u(·),v(·),p, tf) (7a)
s.t. x˙(t) =
nω∑
i=1
f(x(t),u(t),vi,p) ωi(t) ∀t ∈ T , (7b)
0 ≤ cp(x(t),u(t),v(t),p) ∀t ∈ T , (7c)
0 = re(x(t0),x(tf),p, tf), (7d)
0 ≤ ri(x(t0),x(tf),p, tf), (7e)
1 =
nω∑
i=1
ωi(t) ∀t ∈ T , (7f)
ω(t) ∈ {0, 1}nω ∀t ∈ T . (7g)
There is a bijection between every feasible integer function v(·) ∈ Ω of the219
MIOCP described by Equation (1) (with m=1), and an appropriately chosen220
binary function ω(·) ∈ {0, 1}nω for Equation (7), see [20]. The relaxation of221
ω(t) ∈ {0, 1}nω is given by α(t) ∈ [0, 1]nω .222
223
This formulation has two main advantages. First, for many OCPs the224
optimal solution will have a bang–bang character, therefore the solution of225
the relaxed problem will yield the optimal integer solution. Second, for prob-226
lems that fit into the class a theory has been developed that allows to deduce227
information on the optimal integer solution from the optimal value of the228
relaxed problem, even if this solution is not bang–bang, but path-constrained229
or sensitivity-seeking. A constructive way to obtain such a solution in poly-230
nomial time has been found, i.e., the Sum Up Rounding strategy, described in231
[20]. This theory is the driving force behind the current method to calculate232
integer solutions in an error-controlled way.233
2.3.2. Calculation of integer solutions234
As stated before, a direct, multiple shooting based approach will be used235
to solve continuous optimal control problems. Different methods for the cal-236
culation of integer solutions for MIOCPs, based on a direct approach, have237
been described and compared in [20], e.g., Branch&Bound, Outer Approxi-238
mation, Penalisation Heuristics and Rounding Strategies. All methods that239
suffer from a combinatorial explosion when the number of discretised binary240
10
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control variables increases have a very limited applicability, though.241
242
It can often be observed that the solution of the relaxed, purely continu-243
ous problem already yields an integer solution for almost all control discreti-244
sations. In addition, simple rounding strategies, taking the special ordered245
set constraint (Equation (7f)) into account, often result in integer solutions246
without affecting the objective function value (and the underlying solution).247
248
For cases in which path constraints play a role or a different objective249
function leads to sensitivity-seeking arcs, it is recommended to use a Sum250
Up Rounding strategy, possibly in combination with a Switching Time Opti-251
misation approach, as developed in [20, 12]. Sum Up Rounding yields integer252
solutions arbitrarily close to the optimal integer solution, if a sufficiently fine253
time discretisation is used. If guaranteed global solutions are an issue, this254
approach can be readily combined with methods in global optimisation, of255
course.256
2.3.3. Algorithm257
Hence, the following algorithm is proposed for the solution of single objec-258
tive MIOCPs (i.e., Equation (1) withm = 1). Here, the control discretisation259
grid in iteration k is denoted with Gk, and the optimal trajectory of this single260
objective MIOCP with T k = (xk(·), uk(·), αk(·)).261
Algorithm 2.2. (MS MINTOC)262
1. k = 0. Input: control discretisation grid G0, tolerance TOL ∈ R+.263
2. If necessary, reformulate and convexify (Section 2.3.1) the single ob-264
jective MIOCP (i.e., Equation (1) with m=1).265
Obtain problem of type described by Equation (7). Relax the control266
ω(·) to α(·) ∈ [0, 1]nω .267
3. REPEAT268
(a) Solve relaxed problem on Gk. Obtain T k = (xk(·), uk(·), αk(·)) and269
the grid-dependent optimal value ΦREL
Gk
.270
(b) If T k on Gk fulfils ωk(·) := αk(·) ∈ {0, 1}nω then STOP.271
(c) Apply Sum Up Rounding [20] to αk(·). Fix uk(·).272
Obtain yk(·) and upper bound ΦBIN
Gk
by simulation.273
(d) If ΦBIN
Gk
< ΦREL
Gk
+ TOL then STOP.274
(e) Refine the control grid Gk.275
11
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(f) k = k + 1.276
4. Bijection to obtain solution for the single objective MIOCP (i.e., Equa-277
tion (1) with m=1) with objective Φ∗ = ΦBIN
Gk
.278
As for all algorithms the question has to posed whether it is well-posed279
and will terminate in a finite number of steps. The answer is given by the280
following theorem.281
Theorem 2.3. (Well-posedness of MS MINTOC)282
If the assumptions283
1. On all grids Gk an optimal solution to the relaxed problem of the one284
described by Equation (1) (with m = 1) is found in a finite number of285
operations.286
2. Bisection is used for the refinement of Gk.287
3. After a finite number kmax of refinements the optimal relaxed solution288
is frozen, T k = T k
max
and ΦREL
Gk
= ΦREL
Gk
max ∀ k > kmax.289
hold, then Algorithm 2.2 will terminate in a finite number of steps with a290
feasible binary solution, for which Φ∗ < ΦREL
Gk
+ TOL holds.291
The proof is given in [13]. The main advantage of Algorithm 2.2 is obviously292
that only continuous control problems without the need for a combinatorial293
search need to be solved, plus application of the Sum Up Rounding strategy294
for which the effort is negligible.295
2.4. An efficient and generic approach for MO-MIOCPs296
The proposed approach for MO-MIOCPs integrates (i) the accurate MOO297
reformulation strategies NBI and NNC with (ii) the fast direct multiple shoot-298
ing methods which exploit convex relaxations for MIOCPs. The following299
algorithm schematically describes the combination of the MOO and MIOCP300
approaches presented so far. The rationale behind the approach is that, due301
to synergistic effects, the Pareto optimal set can be approximated to any302
desired accuracy without the need for solving integer problems.303
Algorithm 2.4. (MO-MINTOC)304
1. Outer loop: apply WS, NBI or NNC to convert the MO-MIOCP to a305
series of parametric single objective MIOCPs (Algorithm 2.1).306
2. Determine control discretisation grid Gk307
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3. Inner loop:308
(a) If necessary, reformulate and convexify (see Section 2.3.1) the sin-309
gle objective MIOCP (1). Obtain problem of type (7). Relax the310
control ω(·) to α(·) ∈ [0, 1]nω .311
(b) Initialise variables, preferably by using hot-starts.312
(c) Solve relaxed problem on Gk and obtain the grid- and weight-313
dependent optimal value ΦREL
Gk
.314
4. Analyse Pareto front, choose prefered setpoint315
5. Calculate integer solution from relaxed solution using Algorithm 2.2316
The proposed approach has been implemented based on the software317
packages MS-MINTOC [20] and MUSCOD-II [21, 22]. Due to the deterministic318
nature and the convex relaxations, highly accurate results (e.g., fine control319
parameterisations, incorporation of path and terminal constraints, . . .) can320
be obtained in very competitive computation times. It should be emphasised321
that the integer controls are calculated only a posteriori, typically in negligi-322
ble runtime compared to the overall runtime. The resulting integer controls323
and the corresponding objective function vector depend on the requested tol-324
erance TOL in Algorithm 2.2 and 2.4. However, as TOL is decreased, the325
difference between the objective function vector corresponding to the inte-326
ger feasible controls and the relaxed Pareto point also decreases, and can327
-in principle- be reduced to zero. Hence, the relaxed Pareto set can be ap-328
proximated by integer feasible solutions to any desired accuracy. However,329
the price to be paid may be the number of (i) switchings between different330
integer values and/or (ii) Sum Up Rounding steps.331
332
Algorithm 2.4 is generic and can easily be applied to any optimisation333
problem of type (1). As there are no further assumptions on functions, the334
optimisation problem may be non-convex. If local optimisation methods are335
used to solve the relaxed control problems, only local (Pareto) optimality can336
be ensured, although simultaneous optimal control approaches as collocation337
or multiple shooting may help to avoid certain bad local minima.338
339
The determination of the control discretisation grid Gk can be automated,340
by checking improvements in the objective compared to an extrapolation.341
However, special care needs to be taken as this grid will be applied to all of342
the single objective optimisation problems.343
344
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Although not mentioned explicitly, the current approach is also applicable345
to cases with time-invariant discrete controls. However, in this case, an346
additional loop (with, e.g., a Branch&Bound approach) will be required for347
each of the parametric MIOCPs, resulting in an increase in computational348
burden.349
3. Case studies350
To test the proposed MO-MIOCP approach, two cases are studied: (i)351
a testdrive of car and (ii) the design of a jacketed tubular reactor, which352
exhibit two and three conflicting objectives, respectively.353
3.1. Car testdrive354
A time-optimal car driving manoeuvre to avoid an obstacle with small355
steering effort is considered. At any time, the car must be positioned on a356
prescribed track. This control problem was first formulated in [4] and used357
for subsequent studies [5, 23]. Here, two conflicting objectives are adopted:358
minimising time versus minimising consumed fuel.359
3.1.1. Car model and constraints360
The considered car model is derived under the simplifying assumption361
that rolling and pitching of the car body can be neglected. Only a single362
front and rear wheel is modelled, located in the virtual center of the original363
two wheels. Motion of the car body is considered on the horizontal plane364
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only. This results in the following ODE system for t ∈ [t0, tf]:365
c˙x = v cos
(
ψ − β
)
(8)
c˙y = v sin
(
ψ − β
)
(9)
v˙ =
1
m
(
(F µlr − FAx) cos β + Flf cos
(
δ + β
)
− (Fsr − FAy) sin β − Fsf sin
(
δ + β
))
(10)
δ˙ = wδ (11)
β˙ = wz −
1
mv
(
(Flr − FAx) sin β + Flf sin
(
δ + β
)
+ (Fsr − FAy) cos β + Fsf cos
(
δ + β
))
(12)
ψ˙ = wz (13)
w˙z =
1
Izz
(
Fsf lf cos δ − Fsr lr − FAy eSP + Flf lf sin δ
)
(14)
with as initial and terminal conditions:366
x(t0) = [−30, free, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0]
T (15)
x(tf) = [140, free, free, free, free, 0, free]
T (16)
and constraints:367
wδ(t) ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], FB(t) ∈ [0, 1.5 · 10
4], φ(t) ∈ [0, 1] (17)
µ(t) ∈ {1, . . . , 5} (18)
cy(t) ∈
[
Pl(cx(t)) +
B
2
, Pu(cx(t))−
B
2
]
(19)
v(t) ∈
[
800πR
30iii
µ
g
,
8000πR
30iii
µ
g
]
(20)
tf ≤ 12.0 (21)
The differential states contained in x(·) are the horizontal position of368
the car cx, the vertical position of the car cy, the magnitude of directional369
velocity of the car v, the steering wheel angle δ, the side slip angle β, the370
yaw angle ψ, and the yaw angle velocity wz. The three continuous control371
functions contained in u(·) are the steering wheel angular velocity wδ, the372
total braking force FB and the accelerator pedal position φ, while the discrete373
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control vector v(·) consists of the gear choice µ.374
375
Bounds are imposed on the continuous and discrete control variables376
(Equations (17) and (18)), while highly nonlinear state constraints origi-377
nate due to the track and bounds on the engine velocity (Equations (19) and378
(20)). The model parameters, the forces and expressions in Equations (8) -379
(21), and the parameterisation of the track depicted in Figure 9 can be found380
in either one of [4, 5, 23, 24].381
3.1.2. Objectives382
Two objectives are considered: minimising the fuel consumption, which
is assumed to be measurable via the total number of engine rotations [100
engine rotations]:
J1 =
1
100
∫ tf
0
30iti
µ
g
πR
v(t)dt, (22)
and minimising the travelling time [s]:
J2 = tf. (23)
In J1 a scaling factor of 100 has been added in order to bring both costs383
to the same order of magnitude. As can easily be seen, these objectives are384
incommensurable and even conflicting.385
3.2. Jacketed tubular reactor design386
The studied reactor involves a tubular chemical reactor operating un-387
der steady-state conditions. Inside the reactor an exothermic reaction takes388
place, while a surrounding jacket enables the heat removal. Three conflict-389
ing objectives are selected: maximising conversion, maximising heat recovery390
and minimising the installation cost.391
3.2.1. Reactor model and constraints392
The reactor model adopted is based on the 1D plug flow model from393
[25]. It is based on the following assumptions: (i) no axial dispersion, (ii)394
steady-state conditions, (iii) perfect radial mixing, (iv) a constant density395
and heat capacity of the fluid, (v) a negligible heat resistance between the396
reactor and its jacket, and (vi) an Arrhenius law dependence of the reaction397
16
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rate on the temperature. Using the spatial coordinate along the reactor z as398
the independent variable yields an ODE system for z ∈ [0, L]:399
dx1
dz
(z) =
α
vf
(1− x1)e
γx2
1+x2 (24)
dx2
dz
(z) =
αδ
vf
(1− x1)e
γx2
1+x2 +
β
vf
(v − x2) (25)
with initial conditions:
x(0) = [0, 0]T (26)
and constraints:400
x2(z) ∈
[
Tmin − TF
TF
,
Tmax − TF
TF
]
(27)
v(z) ∈
{
Tw,min + i∆Tw − TF
TF
}
i=0,1,...,4
with ∆Tw =
Tw,max − Tw,min
4
(28)
L ∈ [0.4, 1] (29)
x1(L) ≥ 0.85 (30)
Here, the state vector x(·) contains the dimensionless versions of the concen-401
tration x1 =
CF−C
CF
and the reactor temperature x2 =
T−TF
TF
, with TF and CF402
the temperature and reactant concentration of the feed stream, respectively.403
The discrete control vector v(·) contains v = Tw−TF
TF
the dimensionless version404
of the jacket temperature Tw, which is only available at five distinct temper-405
ature levels. This integer restriction has to be seen in a plant-wide context,406
where cooling fluid may only be available at certain temperature levels (e.g.,407
from other production units or from general utility units) and where it is not408
desirable to spend additional effort on preliminary heat exchangers to get409
temperatures in between.410
411
Bounds are imposed on the reactor and jacket temperatures, as well as412
on the reactor length (Equations (27) - (29)) for constructive reasons, while413
Equation (30) ensures that a minimum conversion is achieved. Expressions414
and parameter values can be found in [25].415
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3.2.2. Objectives416
Three objectives are selected: maximising the conversion, which is related
to minimising the reactant concentration at the outlet [mole/L]:
J1 = CF (1− x1(L)), (31)
maximising the net heat transfer between the reactor and its jacket, where
heat transfered from the reactor to the jacket is assumed to a profit [1/s]:
J2 =
∫ L
0
β
L
(v − x2(z))dz, (32)
and minimising the installation cost, which is linked to the reactor length
[m]:
J3 = L. (33)
The first two objectives are similar to the conflicting ones treated in [26].417
However, the third one, that is added in the current study, clearly counter-418
acts the previous two, since shorter reactors give rise to lower conversions419
and net heat transfers.420
421
4. Results and discussion422
In this part the results obtained with the scalarisation based approaches423
for the double-lane change manoeuvre and the jacketed tubular reactor are424
presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Here, it will be shown that425
the Algorithm 2.4 allows to compute the Pareto set to any desired accuracy426
without the need of actually solving integer problems. In Section 4.3 - when-427
ever possible - a comparison is made with a classic stochastic evolutionary428
MOO approach, i.e., the NSGA-II algorithm [27]. Afterwards in Section 4.4,429
an indication of the computational expense is given. Finally, Section 4.5430
comments on the satisfaction of state constraints in direct optimal control431
approaches.432
433
Concerning the reconstruction of integer solutions from the relaxed ones,434
(i) structure-exploiting rounding strategies (taking the special ordered set435
constraint (1f) into account) and (ii) switching time optimisation can be436
applied. However, in the context of the current multi-objective optimisation437
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study, the primal interest is in obtaining the Pareto front. Only when an438
adequate setpoint is identified (by the decision maker), the issue of how to439
obtain an integer solution arises. Nevertheless, such solutions are shown for440
illustration in Figures 4 and 7.441
4.1. Testdrive: Pareto set and optimal trajectories442
The Pareto front is computed for a uniform grid with 11 points. Hence,443
the ‘weight’ vector is each time constructed as w = [1 − w,w]T for w go-444
ing from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1. To obtain the objective function value of445
the resulting MIOCPs, the outer convexification formulation is exploited.446
All control functions are discretised by piecewise constant functions on 80447
equidistant intervals. The integration and optimality tolerances employed448
are 10−8 and 10−10, respectively. For comparison reasons, the same initial449
guess has been used for all parametric SOOPs. In practice however, impor-450
tant computational gains can be achieved with hot-starts.451
452
The Pareto sets obtained with the different scalarisation methods based453
on the convex relaxation are depicted in Figure 2. (Since NBI and NNC454
yield exactly the same results, only the NBI results are displayed.) The time455
and fuel consumption costs are clearly conflicting as a decrease in travelling456
time has to be compensated by an increase in fuel consumption. Neverthe-457
less, these inherent trade-offs occur in a natural way as the Pareto frontier458
is convex (if no active set changes occur, compare Section 4.5). Clearly the459
NBI and NNC results exhibit a more or less uniform spread along the Pareto460
set, whereas the results obtained with the WS are unevenly spread (despite461
the scaling in the first objective). When looking at the extreme points, it462
should be noted that for the pure minimum time optimal control problem463
(i.e., w = [0, 1]T), the same results as reported by Gerdts [4] are obtained464
(J2 = 6.78628 s for a control discretisation with 40 intervals), while for the465
pure minimum fuel case (i.e., w = [1, 0]T), the upper time limit is reached466
(J2 = 12.0000 s).467
468
A selection of the corresponding state and control trajectories based on469
NBI are displayed in Figure 3 for different points along the Pareto set. The470
top left plot in Figure 3 illustrates the trajectory driven by the car. Apart for471
the pure minimum fuel case (i.e., w = [1, 0]T), hardly any differences are vis-472
ible. The different driving trajectory for w = [1, 0]T is induced by the lower473
velocity, allowing to take sharper turns and, hence, minimising total distance474
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to be covered. The other plots in Figure 3 depict the velocity v, the gear475
choice µ and the engine speed neng as a function of the horizontal position.476
In all cases there is an increase in velocity as the car moves to the right. This477
observation is also due to the fact that (i) the accelerator is in all cases fully478
pushed down during the entire interval and (ii) the brake is (almost) never479
hit. However, as could be expected, the increase in velocity is higher when480
more emphasis is put on the time cost (i.e., when w increases). In these last481
cases also low gears are preferred. As can be seen, the gears are gradually482
changed up. For instance, for the pure time optimal case (i.e., w = [0, 1]T),483
the car starts in first gear, shifts to second after ± 5 m, performs the two lane484
changes in third gear, and finally, changes up to fourth after arriving back485
onto the starting line in a straight position. However, when fuel consumption486
is stressed, this gear shifting occurs earlier. In the extreme case of minimum487
fuel consumption, the car immediately changes to fifth gear. This behaviour488
is easily explained based on the engine speed trajectories. Since higher gears489
induce lower engine speeds at the same velocity, higher gears are preferred490
when the minimisation of the fuel consumption (measured by the total num-491
ber of engine rotations) is focused on. As expected, a gradual increase in492
the engine speed trajectories is observed, when w is increased. Clearly, when493
integer integer feasible solutions are computed afterwards (Figure 4) hardly494
differences are visible.495
4.2. Tubular reactor: Pareto set and optimal trajectories496
As in the testdrive case, the step in the ‘weights’ is taken equal to 0.1,497
resulting in 66 different weight vectors. The control is originally discretised498
using 50 piecewise constant pieces of equal length. The integration and opti-499
mality tolerances employed are 10−6 and 10−8, respectively. Again, the same500
initial guess has been used for all parametric SOOPs.501
502
Figure 5 displays the 3D Pareto set obtained with the different scalarisa-503
tion methods based on the convex relaxations. As can be seen, the objectives504
are conflicting: reducing one of the three objectives causes increases in the505
other two. Reducing the outlet concentration can be obtained at the expense506
of reducing the heat extracted from the reactor or increasing the reactor507
length. Alternatively, also higher net heat transfers are favoured by longer508
reactors. Clearly, the WS is not able to produce a nice approximation. A509
high number of the returned points are practically overlapping as a result of510
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the large difference in magnitude between the third and the first two objec-511
tives. The results for NBI and NNC exhibit a much nicer spread, although for512
both methods, points on the CHIM (or utopia plane) had to be selected not513
only as convex combinations of the individual minima (i.e., with all wi ≥ 0)514
but also as non-convex combinations (i.e., without wi ≥ 0) in order to avoid515
the overlooking of Pareto points near the boundaries. As a result, the num-516
ber of SOOPs increases from 66 to 129 for the given step in the weights of517
0.1. The results for NBI and NNC (incorporating the adaptation proposed518
in [18]) are highly similar. When both methods return a feasible solution, it519
is identical provided that all additional NNC inequalities are active. Also,520
the strict character of the additional equalities in NBI may cause the return521
of non-Pareto optimal points for certain weights, whereas the less stringent522
character of these inequalities in NNC often allows in these cases that re-523
turned points move to the boundary of the Pareto front. The Pareto filter524
algorithm reduces the number of final Pareto optimal solutions np. How-525
ever, not all non-Pareto optimal points can be removed by the Pareto filter526
as it checks for dominated solutions only based on a finite set of candidate527
solutions. Nevertheless, it should be noted that in general an accurate repre-528
sentation of Pareto set is obtained and that the artefacts near the boundaries529
are in practice often of minor importance.530
531
Figure 6 depicts the relaxed optimal jacket temperature profile and the532
corresponding reactor temperature profiles for the three individual minima533
and one intermediate solution w = [0.4, 0.3, 0.3]T. The arc structure is typi-534
cally max-min-constrained-min. In the first reactor part the reactor temper-535
ature has to be as high as possible (without violating the upper bound of536
400 K) to stimulate conversion and heat production, while in the last part,537
it has to be decreased to recover heat. When solely conversion is aimed at,538
the entire reactor is exploited (i.e., L = 1 m) while the control is used to539
maintain the upper reactor temperature until the outlet (i.e., no second min540
arc). When the average net heat transfer per unit of reactor length is op-541
timised, the optimal reactor is a little shorter (L ≈ 0.87 m) and the upper542
temperature is only maintained in a tiny part, in favour of a large heat re-543
covery section at the end (i.e., a large second min arc). Alternatively, the544
reactor length is reduced to its minimum value, when this objective is solely545
concentrated on. The intermediate Pareto optimal point exhibits also inter-546
mediate behaviour, as could be expected.547
548
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Clearly, the optimal relaxed solutions do not only consist of max and min549
arcs but also contain path-constrained arcs. Nevertheless, also this type of550
arcs (as well as sensitivity-seeking arcs) can be approximated to any desired551
accuracy by integer feasible solutions (compare [13]). Figure 7 illustrates552
integer feasible solutions for the minimum averaged net heat transfer case553
obtained after Sum Up Rounding. It has been observed that when the toler-554
ance TOL is decreased, the number of switches increases and the 2-norm of555
the vector of relative deviations in the different objective functions with re-556
spect to the relaxed solution decreases from 3.4% for the top right solution,557
over 1.4% to 0.5% for the bottom left and bottom right solutions, respec-558
tively. However, in practice the number of switchings has of course to be559
limited. In summary, the Pareto set can again be approximated to any de-560
sired accuracy by integer feasible solutions, without actually solving integer561
problems.562
4.3. Comparison with an evolutionary MO approach563
The current approach is compared to a classic and successful vectorisation564
approach, i.e., the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II)565
[27]. NSGA-II Version 1.1, that allows both real and binary variables and566
includes nonlinear constraint handling features, has been obtained from the567
Kanpur Genetic Algorithms Laboratory [28] and is coupled to the ACADO in-568
tegrator suite [29] for simulation of the ODE systems.569
570
In the current study no acceptable solution has been obtained for the571
testdrive case study. Although genetic algorithms can almost naturally in-572
corporate integer variables, several reasons can be identified for the current573
inability. The MO-MIOCP has three continuous controls (i.e., the steering574
angle velocity, the total braking force and the accelerator pedal position) and575
one discrete control (i.e., the gear choice). The highly nonlinear dynamics576
require a fine control discretisation (number of control discretisation inter-577
vals ni ≥ 10). This gives already rise to 3 ni degrees of freedom for the578
continuous controls and ni for the interval lengths, which is quite high given579
ni ≥ 10. In addition, the MO-MIOCP is constrained by nonlinear inequality580
path constraints and terminal equality constraints.581
582
Although the tubular reactor case involves three objectives, it can more583
easily be tackled by evolutionary approaches, since it only involves one integer584
control (i.e., the jacket fluid temperature) and is less constrained. There585
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is only one nonlinear inequality path constraint (Equation (27)) and one586
terminal inequality (Equation (30)). In the current study, the control is587
discretised on five intervals which can vary in length. Hence, this results588
in five continuous degrees of freedom and five discrete degrees of freedom589
that can only take five specified values. The former are implemented as real590
variables in NSGA-II, whereas the latter are each coded as binary variables591
described by five bits. The path constraint is incorporated via forcing the592
integral of the constraint violation along the reactor to be below a given small593
tolerance value. To enable a fair comparison, this value has been selected594
in the same order of magnitude as the violation encountered in the multiple595
shooting algorithm. The population size and the number of generations are596
160 and 200, respectively. The probabilities for cross-over and mutation are597
0.9 and 0.2 for the real variables and 0.9 and 0.04 for the binary variables.598
The resulting Pareto set is displayed in Figure 8. Clearly, the Pareto set599
resembles the one generated by NNC, but it is located slightly higher. As600
increasing the number of generations does not improve the solutions, the601
main reason is expected to be the lower flexibility of the control profile. Also602
the set of points generated by NNC exhibits visually a nicer spread along the603
Pareto front due to the choice of uniformly distributed points on the utopia604
plane.605
4.4. Computational expense606
To provide an indication of the computational burden, Table 1 depicts the607
total computation time required to generate the Pareto front. The employed608
computer is a regular laptop with an Intel (1.86 Ghz) processor and 2 GB609
RAM. np gives the resulting number of Pareto points after filtering.610
611
The left column of Table 1 shows computation times in seconds for the612
testdrive application. The deterministic approaches were performed on a613
control discretisation grid with 80 intervals, making use of outer convexifica-614
tion. Note that the extra effort for obtaining an integer solution via Sum Up615
Rounding and simulation is negligible on a fixed control discretisation grid.616
As stated before, the stochastic approach was not able to find any feasible617
solution.618
619
The weighted sum (WS) based approach results in significantly larger620
computation times than the NNC and NBI based methods which impose621
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additional constraints. The slightly smaller CPU time for NBI can be ex-622
plained by the fact that equality constraints are often more easily dealt with623
by SQP-type of optimisation methods than inequality constraints.624
625
The right hand side column of Table 1 shows computation times for the626
tubular reactor. Again the NBI approach appears to be the fastest. Despite627
the modest CPU for the WS, it should be noted that the accuracy of the628
returned Pareto set approximation is low (see Figure 5). Hence, to obtain a629
similar accuracy with WS, much smaller (and preferably non-uniform) steps630
for the weights have to be adopted, resulting a much higher number of SOOPs631
to be solved, and, thus, also much higher CPU times. This example has632
been chosen in a way that is favorable to a stochastic approach: the problem633
is small-scale, does not incorporate difficult point constraints, and contains634
controls with a discrete feasible set. Still the approach is outperformed by the635
proposed deterministic, gradient-based approach. Again, integer solutions636
can be obtained with Sum Up Rounding, examples on different control grids637
are shown in Figure 7.638
Case study Testdrive Tubular reactor
MO-MIOCP method np CPU [s] np CPU [s]
MO-MINTOC WS 11 1436.70 66 53.18
NNC 11 1124.90 102 90.53
NBI 11 719.47 101 33.07
NSGA-II — — 160 159.59
Table 1: CPU times in seconds for testdrive (left) and tubular reactor (right) case studies.
For both the NBI approach performs best. The stochastic approach NSGA-II is not able
to produce a feasible solution for the testdrive example.
It should be stressed again that in the proposed approach an additional639
speed-up can be expected when hot-starts of solutions of related parametric640
SOOPs are used for initialisation.641
4.5. Pareto sets in a first discretise, then optimise setting642
In the current study a direct method based on a first discretise, then op-643
timise principle has been employed. However, the approximation of the path644
constraint on the continuous time interval [t0, tf] by a finite number of eval-645
uation points (which in the current case always coincide with the multiple646
shooting grid) is sometimes problematic, especially if the points are allowed647
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to move in time. This is the case for, e.g., the testdrive example. The points648
in Figure 9 indicate the evaluation of the constraint. Generally speaking,649
whenever the accurate compliance with the path constraint is an issue, it is650
recommended (i) to include safety distances, (ii) to evaluate at more points,651
or (iii) to apply techniques as proposed in [30] in order to track violations.652
For 80 multiple shooting intervals (equivalent to evaluation points for the653
constraint) the violation of constraints by the trajectory is acceptable (at654
least to the eye) for every single subproblem. However, in the context of a655
Pareto set of optimal solutions nondifferentiabilities of the Pareto front may656
result from a change of the active set of the optimisation problem (when-657
ever evaluation points are pushed away from the critical track passages).658
Although these possible nondifferentiabilities have not been explicitly taken659
into account, the presented approach has resulted in a satisfactory smooth660
Pareto set.661
5. Conclusions662
In the current paper a generic approach to efficiently solve MO-MIOCPs663
has been proposed. The rationale is a synergy between complementary ap-664
proaches from the fields of continuous scalar MOO and MIOC. To tackle the665
multiple objective aspect, deterministic scalarisation methods as NBI and666
NNC have been exploited, which transform the original MO-MIOCP into667
a series of parametric single objective MIOCPs. These MIOCPs are then668
solved efficiently by deterministic direct multiple shooting techniques, which669
exploit convex relaxations of the integer requirements. Due to these convexi-670
fication ideas, it is possible to approximate the MIOCP results at any desired671
accuracy in very short computation times. Moreover, if the control grid is672
fine enough, the Pareto set can be obtained solely based on relaxed convex673
formulations. The proposed approach has been illustrated successfully on a674
double-lane change testdrive case study which involves a detailed car model675
with different gears and a jacketed tubular reactor with only discrete jacket676
temperature levels. In the first case, the trade-off between minimising the677
driving time and minimising the fuel consumption has been studied, while678
in the second the objectives aimed at maximing the conversion and net heat679
recovery and minimising the reactor length. For both cases, the NBI and680
NNC based methods have yield an accurate approximation of the Pareto set681
using fine control discretisations in a very limited amount of time due to the682
deterministic nature and the complementarity of the procedures involved.683
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A comparison has been made to the evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II. De-684
spite the large number of successful applications reported in literature, this685
algorithm was not able to generate an acceptable solution for the highly con-686
strained testdrive case and the results for the tubular reactor case did not687
achieve the same accuracy as the ones obtained with the proposed approach.688
In summary, the current approach exhibits generic features, which should689
allow an easy transfer to other applications, and, hence, can pave the way690
for the fast and efficient solution of MO-MIOCPs in different application691
domains.692
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Acronyms705
MIOC mixed-integer optimal control
MIOCP mixed-integer optimal control problem
MO-MIOC multiple objective mixed-integer optimal control
MO-MIOCP multiple objective mixed-integer optimal control problem
MOO multiple objective optimisation
MOOC multiple objective optimal control
MOOCP multiple objective optimal control problem
MOOP multiple objective optimisation problem
NBI normal boundary intersection
NNC normalised normal constraint
ODE ordinary differential equation
SOO single objective optimisation
SOOP single objective optimisation problem
SQP sequential quadratic programming
WS weighted sum
Table 2: Acronyms
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of NBI (top) and NNC (bottol) for a bi-objective
problem.
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Figure 2: Testdrive: Pareto set generated by the WS (top) and NBI/NNC (bottom)
approaches. (Number of shooting nodes = 80.)
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Figure 3: Testdrive: optimal trajectories (top left), velocities (top right), gear choices
(bottom left), and engine speeds (bottom right) calculated with NBI and MS MINTOC.
(Number of shooting nodes = 80.)
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Figure 4: Testdrive: optimal integer feasible gear choices after Sum Up Rounding.
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Figure 7: Tubular reactor: jacket fluid temperature control profiles for the selected setpoint
with weights w = [0.4, 0.3, 0.3]T. Top left: optimal relaxed solution. Others: feasible
integer solutions after Sum Up Rounding on different control discretisation grids.
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Figure 8: Tubular reactor: Pareto sets generated by NNC and NSGA-II: 2D (top) and 3D
views (bottom).
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Figure 9: Testdrive: time optimal trajectories. Track (solid lines) with path constraints
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bottom. Squares show evaluation points equidistant in time.
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